
FAQs 
 
How long does it take to get from San Francisco to Yosemite? 
Yosemite National Park is situated just under 200 miles outside of San Francisco. En route to Yosemite 
from San Francisco, you will pass through the Central Valley. Traffic can be unpredictable so you can 
expect travel one-way to be anywhere from 3-4 hours.  
 
How strenuous is the walking on this tour of the Yosemite tour? 
At Best Bay Area Tours, we try to make sure all of our passengers can get a pleasant experience at 
Yosemite with frequent stops to get out and explore. The Tuolumne Grove hike is one mile and may not 
be suitable for people with health issues. Please remember to wear comfortable walking shoes.  
 
Is lunch included? 
Lunch is not included on this day trip to Yosemite National Park from San Francisco. We recommend 
packing your own picnic lunch the night before the tour, however we also stop along the way to get food if 
you prefer. 
 
What should I bring to Yosemite for a day trip? 
In Northern California, microclimates abound. Depending on the time of year you visit, it could mean pack 
layers for foggy San Francisco mornings and hot summer and cold winter Yosemite afternoons. We make 
stops both to and from Yosemite so you can take breaks and get snacks or meals at your own expense. 
You are welcome to bring your own water and snacks on this full-day Yosemite tour. 
 
When is the best time to visit Yosemite? 
The summer is when you get to swim (and maybe even see a bear!) 
Fall is brings beautiful colors and rock climbers 
Winter is magnificent as the snow decorates the trees and rocks 
Spring welcomes serene waterfall hikes and rock climbing 
 
How difficult is the Tuolumne Grove hike? 
The Tuolumne Grove hike is one mile long, and starts with a downhill walk. The trail is slightly uphill on 
the way back, classifying this as a moderate hike. 
 
Are there bathrooms on the bus? 
We do not have bathrooms on our buses but we can make stops on the drive. 
 
Is this Yosemite tour wheelchair accessible? 
For people who would like to use a collapsible wheelchair, we are more than happy to accommodate that. 
Just let us know at the time of booking. 
Please note: The Tuolumne Grove is not wheelchair accessible. 
 
Are masks or vaccinations necessary? 
We have been following the CDC gudielines during this time for Covid19 safety.  Abiding by the current 
policy our requirements are as follows: 
Masks are required for people who are unvaccinated. Vaccinated people may choose to wear a mask at 
their discretion. Additionally, we are not screening for proof of vaccine. Best Bay Area Tours 


